Dixon's resignation brings little change

Everyone has Deal with change or at least some type of it at some point in their lives. Whether it's moving to a new place, dealing with tragedy or facing relatively minor changes, life is full of change. And as the University community endured a series of changes over the last year, there were many who were left feeling the effects of the changes.

In last week's editorial, Editor-in-Chief Logan Jackson wrote that President Baldwin will leave campus on October 13. While the decision was difficult, we believe it was the right decision for President Baldwin, the University and the community. We would like to wish the Baldwin family well on their future endeavors.

Letters to the Editor

Truman mascot sends mixed messages

This week, the Index reported that the University community is divided on the issue of Truman mascots. While many students believe that the University should change its current mascot, Otters, others feel that the mascot represents the university's values and should not be changed.

As a member of the University community, I believe that the mascot should be changed. The current mascot, Otters, does not accurately reflect the university's values and mission. The mascot should be changed to better represent the University's values and mission.

Improper terminology insults athletes

In the Index's article regarding the apology to Arizona State University's mascot, the University community should also apologize for past instances of improper terminology.

The University community should apologize to Arizona State University's mascot, the Sun Devils, for past instances of improper terminology.

Political groups should run positive campaigns

While political campaigns often focus on negative ads and attacks, it is important for political groups to run positive campaigns that celebrate the achievements of candidates and promote positive messages.

The Index is committed to promoting positive campaigns and encouraging candidates to focus on their accomplishments and values.

What was going on in the Index?

10 years ago... September 17, 1998

E.C. Grim Hall opens for residents a month late due to renovations to the building.

30 years ago... September 14, 1978

A sports teaser on page 1 of the Sept. 11 issue of the Index was incorrect.